Theme
Project

Instead of waiting until the beginning of the year to figure out what our theme will be for 2019-2020, we’re going to use this last part of school to do it now. THis will allow us to not be so stressed for time when the
Fall rolls around. Either by yourself or with one partner, you will plan a well-rounded Theme, a cover for the book, endsheets, Intro/title page, divider pages, mock secondary story, and a mock group/sport page.
THis packet will walk you through how to come up with a theme and flesh it out, as well as give you room to sketch ideas for the pages. When you are finished planning and sketching, you will actually design these
thinks in InDesign. When you’re done scketching, get on your computer, Find the “Theme Project” folder in Yearbook 2020, Open the “Theme project Template” and save it with your (and your partner’s) name in the Theme
Project folder. before the year is out we will present each project and vote on the best one.

COntributor(s) Name(s): ..................................................................................................................................
Step 1: Brainstorming Theme Ideas

In the spage below, you will make a list of all pertinent facts about the school. Think about: school colors, location, population, mascot, cherished traditions, trends that affect students, common words or phrases being used, any changes at the school, what makes
2020-2021 different from any other year. Identify key words in your list, similar items, and circle/star anything on the list that stands out as a possibility to be transformed into a theme. If you feel like you’re more visual/design driven., rather than
words-driven, you can also start by thinking of what popular graphic design trends you are interested in and see if those graphics/visuals help give you an idea for the theme words.

Step 2: COntinuing Theme Ideas

Once you have an idea of which initial theme idea you like, try and explore it further here. What symbols, design, or concepts go with it? What do you want it to emphasize? How will the theme play out throughout the whole book?

Step 3: Declaring your theme

Remember, Yearbook themes are made up of the theme words and the theme design elements. It is NOT like a theme for a party. In fact, a good rule of thumb is if you can dress up like it, it’s not a yearbook theme.
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Our THeme is: ..............................................................................................................................................................

Step 4: figuring out spin-offs

Concepts spin-offs

Once you have a theme, you’ll use the space below to brainstorm both word spin offs and concept spin offs. Word spin offs are using the same words in diferent capacities. For example, a word spin off for our theme this year would have been “Out of Time” or “Into the
Beyond” A concept spin off fits in with the concept of the theme, but doesn’t have to use the same words. For example, a concept spin off from our theme this year, would have been “Our True Colors.” Word and concept spin offs are used for headlines, titles, and
secondary stories.
Word spin-offs

Star or circle the ideas you like most. Make sure you write notes next to the ones you like most so that next fall we still remember what you were thinking for each spin-off.

Step 5: Decisions to be made

Now that you have your theme and have started to explore some spin-off options, there are some overall descisions that need to be made before you can start planning your book.

1. The book is going to be
traditional / chronological
(circle one)
book organized by Season:
book organized like normal:
Summer, Fall, Winter, Spring
Classes, Athletics, Groups, Senior Ads
2. find at least two design elements you want to incorperate into your design. Print them and attach to

the back of this packet. (I suggest looking on Pinterest, Behance, and in magazines for good design.)
Describe the design elements you’re seeing and liking:

3. What design elements are you going to carry through the book? (ex. we used window parts, color
fade, blue swatches, doodles, etc.)

4. What Font(s) do you want to use? (If you want to use more than one, be sure the fonts “go” together.)
Refer to the Font Book.

5. HOw do you want to do page numbers? Where? Exactly the same throughout, or have changes in
color/words?

6. What colors do you want to use? Set colors? Color match? Refer to the color chart. In the swatches
box on the Theme Project template, I’ve pre-loaded all the swatches. You can select the ones you don’t
want and delete them if you want so you’re left with your palate.

The descisions you record on this page should be evident on every page you design in this project.

Step 6: cover sketch

Remember the cover is the first thing they see. What is it going to say about the theme? What elements are you going to incorperate that can carry through? The outline below is what the cover would look like if you opened the book completely and looked at it
from the back the back. So on the left is the back of the cover, the middle is the book’s spine, and the right is the front cover.

Step 7: Endsheet sketch

Consider what you want on the endsheets. Endsheets are the pages that are glued to the cover when you open the book. THey should match the theme. Want it to be simple? Have the table of contents on it? Want the two to be the same? Different?

Intro Page
Step 8: Intro/Title page sketch

The Intro and title pages are the first three pages in the book. THey set the theme for
the book. Make sure you have a paragraph on the title page to “pump up” the book.

Title Pages

Step 9: Divider page sketch

Divider pages Give clean breaks in between classes, seasons (for chronological books), or athletics/Groups and Clubs. They continue the theme as well as gives a good chance to feature more kids.

Step 10: Mock secondary story sketch

How do you want the class pages arranged? Typically about three quarters of the spread is taken up by student pictures and the other third is secondary stories. What kind of secondary stories do you wan to feature? does it tie in with the theme by content or
just design? (feel free to make up data for this secondary story and just block off the area that the picture day pictures would be taking up.)

Step 11: Mock sports/group sketch

Design a mock sports/group page showing how the theme/design elements apply throughout the book. Feel free to fabricate the story, quotes, polls, names, etc, and use photos from this year to show what it could look like.

